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• Growth slowing toward trend

• Priority One: containing inflation

• The labor market is unusually tight

• Consistent with maximum employment

• Participation remains low

• Some longer-term labor market developments

• Technology and jobs/wages (college wage premium, 
gig work)

Overview
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GDP growth headed back toward trend
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Inflation surge projected to recede
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Inflation: tentative signs of easing

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics and FRBSF staff.

Contributions to core CPI inflation by timing of price increases over prior 12 months



Inflation expectations contained over longer term
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Prior undershooting of 2% average inflation goal
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Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis and FRBSF Staff



Unemployment consistent with maximum employment
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Labor market tighter than pre-pandemic peak
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Unemployment near prior lows for all groups
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Tight labor market benefitting low wage workers
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• Policy framework (Aug. 2020) specifies inclusive definition of 
“maximum employment,” inflation averaging 2%.

• With labor market strong, focus shifted to getting inflation 
down.

• Policy pivot started in late 2021

• Tapering of asset purchases initiated, accelerated 
timeline for liftoff (raising funds rate from zero)

Monetary policy: pivoted to fighting inflation
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Projected funds rate path ratcheting up



Near-term (post-pandemic) 
labor market uncertainty: LFP
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Labor force participation returning
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Participation up especially for prime age
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LFP close to pre-pandemic demographic trend
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Long-term labor market 
developments: 

technology and jobs/wages
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• Polarization: middle-class jobs have been disappearing 
over the past few decades

• Employment growth tilted toward high-wage and 
low-wage positions

• College wage premium no longer rising

• Growth of the “gig economy”

• Patterns during the pandemic?

Technology and jobs



Polarization: the basics

• Refers to slow erosion of middle-class jobs

• Source is changing technology: many middle-skill 
jobs involve “routine” tasks, replaceable by 
computer applications (programing)

• Routine cognitive and routine manual

• Nonroutine cognitive (abstract) work with 
computers, nonroutine manual (mainly services) not 
readily replaceable
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Employment declines in “routine” categories
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College grads rising share of routine cognitive jobs
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College wage gap no longer rising
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“Gig work” before and 
during the pandemic
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Gig work: self-employment up since pandemic
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But coming back down as labor market tightens
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Digging deeper: SHED data (Fed BOG survey)
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• Survey of households focusing on economic well-being
• Annual survey with detailed questions on informal/gig work (“occasional 

work activities or side jobs”)
• Data on about 11-12 thousand individuals each year (age 18+)

• Following Abraham and Houseman (2019), examined 4 categories 
of informal/gig work:
• Any informal: includes sales activity
• Gig work: any informal except sales
• Online gig work: sourced online, ex. personal services (child care, dog 

walking, etc.)
• Rideshare only 

• Also asked about whether primary or secondary income source



High incidence of any informal (gig) work

• Nearly 30% do informal work
• Of them, sales/online/offline split about 1/3 each
• Online work shows largest increase across the two years
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Limited incidence as primary income source
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• Monetary policy shifted from offsetting the pandemic to 
controlling inflation.

• Labor market at maximum employment.

• Longer-term labor market developments:

• LFP may not rise much more.

• Financial challenges for college educated.

• Gig work—still mostly side projects.

Conclusion
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FRBSF FedViews (regular update of economic conditions, ~8 times annually).
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